This paper addresses the problem of spectral unmixing when positivity and additivity constraints are imposed on the mixing coefficients. A hierarchical Bayesian model is introduced to satisfy these two constraints. A Gibbs sampler is then proposed to generate samples distributed according to the posterior distribution of the unknown parameters associated to this Bayesian model. Simulation results conducted with synthetic data illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The accuracy of this approach is also illustrated by unmixing spectra resulting from a multicomponent chemical mixture analysis by infrared spectroscopy.
INTRODUCTION
Linear regression models are widely used in signal processing applications. The popularity of linear regression may be justified by the variety of existing algorithms allowing one to estimate the unknown model parameters. However, the estimation problem is more complicated when the mixing coefficients or/and the regressors have to satisfy specific constraints. Constraints which have recently received much attention in the literature include monotony [1] , positivity [2] or sparsity [3] . This paper studies linear regression models where the mixing coefficients satisfy positivity and additivity constraints. These constraints are for example required for the analysis of spectral mixture data, i.e. in multicomponent material analysis by spectroscopy [2] or hyperspectral imaging [4] . are satisfied. This strategy has been for instance used successfully for the unmixing of hyperspectral images yielding the well known fully constrained least squares algorithm [5] . However, Bayesian estimators also offer nice alternatives for fitting constrained linear regression models. Prior distributions can be defined in order to satisfy the linear regression constraints. The model parameters are then classically estimated from their posterior distribution. The posterior distribution can also be used to provide information about the uncertainties of the parameter estimates such as confidence intervals. Bayesian estimators for linear regression problems with monotony, positivity or sparsity constraints have been recently studied in [1] [2] [3] . This paper studies Bayesian estimators for linear regression parameters with positivity and additivity constraints. The regression coefficients are assigned prior distributions defined on a simplex. A Metropolis-withinGibbs algorithm is then studied to generate samples according to the full posterior of regressors and mixture coefficients. The proposed methodology is similar to the algorithm developed in [6] . However, it allows one to estimate the mixture spectra, contrary to the algorithm in [6] which assumed that the spectra were identified beforehand. The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 defines a hierarchical Bayesian model (HBM) for the proposed blind unmixing problem. In particular, prior distributions concentrated on a simplex and satisfying the positivity and additivity constraints are introduced. Section 4 describes a Gibbs sampling strategy that allows one to overcome the computational complexity inherent to this HBM. Simulation results and conclusion are reported in Section 5 and 6. [7] require that the mixing coefficients are subjected to additivity constraints. The blind unmixing problem addressed in this paper consists of estimating jointly the concentration matrix C and the spectral sources S under the following positivity and additivity constraints:
Xnm= d
Ci,m = I Vi.
A Bayesian model was proposed in [2] to perform the blind unmixing under positivity constraints on the source spectra and the mixing coefficients. This paper goes a step further by including the additivity constraint in the Bayesian model. Note that this constraint allows one to resolve the scale indeterminacy inherent to blind source separation problems. (6) where 1 (.) denotes the indicator function defined on S.
Spectral sources
Several distributions with positive support can be chosen as prior distribution for a spectral source, provided that the constraints in (3) are satisfied. However, for computation reasons, choosing a conjugate prior is judicious when no additional information is available. Therefore, our proposed model is initially based on a truncated Gaussian prior. In section 5, simulation results obtained with this Gaussian prior will be compared to results obtained with an exponential prior, which seems to be more appropriate to incorporate information like sparsity.
A truncated Gaussian prior distribution is assigned to each spectral source sm denoted as:
where OL is the vector made of L zeros and j\+ (u, V) denotes the positive truncated Gaussian distribution with mean vector u and covariance matrix V. The probability density function (pdf) of this multivariate truncated distribution denoted 0+ (. 0, D) satisfies the relation: (10) where Ig (P, %') denotes the inverse Gamma distribution with parameters P'e and e. By assuming the independence between the noise variances ae2i i = 1*... N, the prior distribution of o72 is: The hyperparameter Pe will be fixed to Pe = 2 whereas l/e is an adjustable hyperparameter as in [8] .
Hyperparameter priors
A conjugate IG distribution is chosen as prior distribution for each variance aJ2 m where f (Y|) and f (4) have been defined in (4) and (15). Moreover, by assuming the independence between A, S and ao2, the following result can be obtained:
f (E)34) = f (A) f (S (JU2) f (UJ2 |Pe,Oe), (17) where f (A), f (S |a 2) and f (a 2 Pe, V9e) have been defined The parameters P. and fs will be adjusted in order to obtain a vague hyperprior.
The prior for l/e is a non-informative Jeffrey's prior which reflects the lack of knowledge regarding this hyperparameter:
Assuming the independence between the different hyperparameters, the hyperparameter prior distribution [9] and [10] 
5. ILLUSTRATIONS
Synthetic data
This section presents some simulation results illustrating the performance of the proposed Bayesian blind unmixing procedure. The spectral sources used in the mixtures are simulated to get observed signals similar to real spectrometric data. Each spectrum is obtained as a superposition of Gaussian and Lorentzian shapes with different and randomly chosen parameters (location, amplitude and width). The mixing coefficients are also chosen to get evolution profiles similar to kinetic reactions. Figure 1 shows an example of M = 3 source signals of L = 1000 spectral bands. The abundance evolution profiles are simulated for N = 15 observation times. An i.i.d. Gaussian sequence is added to each observation to obtain a signal to noise ratio (SNR) equal to 20dB in each mixture. 
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-0 (U that the exponential prior seems more adequate for absorption spectra since this prior allows one to encode sparsity more efficiently than the Gaussian prior.
Application to infrared absorption spectra
To validate the algorithm with real data, an experiment has been performed on mixture data obtained from near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy measurements. Three known chemical species (cyclopentane, cyclohexane and n -pentane) are mixed experimentally with monitored concentrations. These species have been chosen for two main reasons: their available spectra in the NIR frequency bands are highly overlapping. In addition, as these species are inert solvents, they do not interact when they are mixed, which ensures that no new component appears. Figure 3 shows the pure spectra ofthe chemical species. The results of concentration matrix estimation are reported in figure 4 . It can be noticed that the abundance fraction profiles are estimated correctly, while a small difference between the actual abundances and the estimated ones can be noted. This is explained by the baseline that can be observed in the actual spectra in the spectral domain ranging from 2.4,um to 3.5,um. As a consequence, the component spectra in the NIR region are less parsimonious than those used in subsection 5.1. 
CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the problem ofunmixing linear mixtures whose regression coefficients satisfy additivity and positivity constraints. A hierarchical Bayesian model is defined with appropriate priors ensuring the model constraints. Estimation of the sources as well as the mixing coefficients is then performed by using samples distributed according to their joint posterior, generated by using a Gibbs sampling strategy. The application to spectroscopic signal analysis seems very promising. Indeed, the results conducted on synthetic and real data show that the proposed unmixing algorithm allows one to perform the separation under the additivity and positivity constraint efficiently. However the estimation can be improved by using more elaborated prior on the sources. This will be one of our future investigation.
